News Release
Maybank Investment Bank Issues 8 New Call Warrants
October 23, 2012
Maybank Investment Bank Berhad (Maybank IB) is issuing eight new European style
cash-settled structured warrants over ordinary shares of Astro Malaysia Holdings
Berhad (ASTRO), Dialog Group Berhad (DIALOG), Malaysia Building Society Berhad
(MBSB), MISC Berhad (MISC), RHB Capital Berhad (RHBCAP), UEM Land Holdings
Berhad (UEMLAND) and UOA Development Berhad (UOADEV). The warrants will be
listed on 29 October 2012 with an issue size of 100 million each.
The focus of this batch of call warrants will be on the newly listed media stock,
ASTRO, which is the leading integrated consumer media entertainment group in
Malaysia, especially in the Pay TV segment. Maybank IB is listing two call warrants
on ASTRO, each with an exercise ratio of 3 for every 1 underlying share and a
gearing of 6.67 times. The warrants will have a tenure of 12 months and 10
months, respectively.
DIALOG and MBSB warrants have a ratio of 3 for each underlying share and a
gearing of 5.13 times and 5.33 times respectively. The warrants will have a tenure
of 12 months each.
MISC and RHBCAP warrants have an exercise ratio of 5 and 6 for every 1 underlying
share and a gearing of 5.60 times and 7.92 times each. These warrants will have 9
months to expiry.
UEMLAND and UOADEV come with a gearing of 3.73 and 3.42 times respectively.
The warrants have an exercise ratio of 3 for every 1 underlying share and a tenure
of 9 months.
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The terms and conditions of the above call warrants are stated in their respective
term sheets and should be read in conjunction with the Base Prospectus dated 19
September 2012.
-END-
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About Maybank Investment Bank Berhad
Maybank Investment Bank Berhad (“Maybank IB”), incorporated under the name of Asian & Euro-American
Merchant Bankers Malaysia in 1973, was formed to undertake the full range of investment banking services.
Maybank IB has one of the most extensive dealing networks in the country, supported by one of the best
research houses. It has vast experience in undertaking large Initial Public Offerings of both domestic and
international firms, and executing primary/private placements, share buybacks, and mergers & acquisitions. In
addition, Maybank IB has a history of successfully arranging and advising on both conventional and Islamic bond
issues. Maybank IB also provides equity and commodity solutions, which serve as a catalyst for product
innovation and provide a platform to customise products and solutions for retail, corporate and institutional
clients.
For more information, please contact:
Sheila M. Singam: +603 2059 1980 / +6017 2708061
E-mail: sheilamia.s@maybank-ib.com
Geraldine Tan: +603 2059 1520 / +6019 667 1844
E-mail: geraldine.tan@maybank-ib.com
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